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Truth Based Relating 
by Kaya Jiwan  

A collection of texts to explore, inspire, read and reflect.  
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When you are motivated by the need to be liked, to be accepted, to be loved, you are 
easily influenced, manipulated, controlled, and triggered. You are convinced you need the 
others to feel good, to feel alive.  

When you are rooted in your own power, you wake up to the fact that you just need to feel 
your own body to feel alive, satisfied and fulfilled.  

Yes, when you dare to come home in your body and liberate yourself from the need to 
belong you become truly free.  

And powerful as fck.  

You become You.  

Not from a place of disconnection, not from a place of indifference, not from a place of 
bypassing, but from a place of truly being You. 

Beyond the ego  
Beyond the I  

You come home in yourself, 

Embracing the deepest parts  

Of your shadows 
Of your beauty 
Of all that is you 

And at that moment, only at that moment, true connection is born 

You and the other  

The other and you  

Are free  
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1000 subtle ways  

Fear of bonding  
Fear of intimacy 
Fear of belonging  
Fear of authenticity  

Addictive traumatised society  

Top of the iceberg  

Rooted out 
Not rooted in  

The urge and the need  

Of the dopamine kick 

The high on life  

Based on 

Masks  
Layers  
Numbing  
Avoiding  
Justifying  
Neediness  
Symbiosis  
Manipulation 

Far away from the mild reward system of oxytocin, bonding and belonging, far away from 
authentic connections, far away from the frequency of home, far away from love and trust, 
lives a junkie born out of trauma.  

We feed it in 1000 subtle ways  

And we love it. We hate it. We love it. We hate it. 
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The Junkie  

I know that when you think of a junkie, you have the picture in your mind of someone who 
lost control. You don’t identify with the image when you have your life more or less 
together.  But, we live in a society where everything is created around the high reward of 
belonging. Or better to say, a society where everything is created around the fear to be 
abandoned.  

Instead of feeling that you are worthy no matter what you do or who you are, instead of 
feeling that you are loved no matter what you possess or have achieved, you were trained 
to adjust, merge, and compromise.  

You were prepped to chase and manipulate others to receive love, validation and 
acceptance. You were told to need something beyond yourself.  

God 
Love 
Money  
Success 
Status  
Sxx  

Unconsciously a structure of need was created.  

See me 
Hear me 
Love me 
Save me 

The junkie in all of us determines our lives, whether we like it, see it or know it. 

Unfortunately, the junkie never finds fulfilment. After a short shining peak, it feels bad, 
empty, lonely. The promise to do things differently the next time is only an illusion of the 
neo-cortex that came online. Because within a short notice the junkie takes over and the 
whole cycle starts again. 

* The junkie is the combination of the reptile brain (distrust), mammal brain (trauma bonding), mammal 
position (imploded autonomy) in a hijacked neo-cortex.  
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Who am I 

We all have created layered structures to silence our core wounding.  

Without knowing it, we have become willing to leave ourselves, to ignore our pain and our 
intuition for just a little sense of love. Without realising it, we created an unconscious 
pattern of subtle manipulations through which we build a preference system that we call 
our persona or identity. This persona or identity has bad habits, celebrated qualities and a 
story we tell ourselves and others.  

What we don’t realise is that our unconscious created identity keeps us away from feeling 
authentic, real, loved, and fulfilled. Maybe even worse is that the attachment to our 
identity is a cage that keeps us hooked. 

If you haven’t looked at your identity, your personal preferences and subtle additions, you 
are up for a big box of Pandora’s surprises. You will be shocked by all the lies you have 
been telling yourself in full belief of who you are. 

But the person you think you are, including your passions, your job, your victories, your 
partner, your food preferences, and your sexual flavour is all born from cellular memory 
trauma, repetitive imprints in the neuro pathways, hormone dis-balance and a disturbed 
dopamine/oxytocin threshold.  

You think it is you, but it is your cellular system that gives you the impulse to create, want, 
desire and need. And the same system that also gives you the urge to numb, avoid, and 
chase. 

The reason why you don’t experience often your full potential, the frequency of home, 
anchoring with source, and freedom-based connection is because you are stuck in your 
layered persona. 

The layered persona picks partners, houses, clothes, jobs and possessions based on a 
structure that is beyond who you truly are.  

For many, this is the scariest part of transformation. What if I shed my skin, what if I find 
myself, will I lose all that I was, all that I had, all that I am. 

No, that is not necessarily the truth. When you shed skin you come home in you and you 
will find what you truly desire, who you truly are, what you truly love. You don’t lose 
anything, you just win yourself back. 
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You are the one  

You are longing for  

You are the answer  

To all your questions  

You are the confirmation 

You seek in the eyes of others  

You are the twin flame 

That warms  

Your bed 
Your heart 
Your soul  

You are the lover  

That caresses your delicate skin 

That loves you unconditionally  

That fcks you deeper  

To God 
And Beyond  

You are the leader  

That never doubts 

You are the follower  

That trusts you blindly  
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Hiding, avoiding, longing  

Many of us didn’t receive a healthy imprint on love, connections and relationships. We fall 
in love, we fuck up, we become miserable and we try to figure out what went wrong to the 
once so shiny future we thought we would have with another being. 

In most relationships, whether it is a love relationship or any other relationship we have 
the tendency to hide, to avoid, and to adjust. Often not consciously and not on purpose, it 
is how our system is built.  

We learned that connection comes before autonomy and live with the lie that when we 
truly step into our autonomy we will be abandoned, left behind, and not worthy of love. 

When we place connection higher than autonomy we experience an intense field of 
bonding with the other, which will over time result in a tight cage when we figure out we 
don’t know who we are by ourselves. Or when we start to avoid certain topics to not harm 
the other. 

In songs, movies, books this is what they call love: I can’t live without you, I die for you, you 
make me complete, you are the one for me, I am lost without you. 

What is celebrated is not love but co-dependency and trauma bonding. A belly 
connection rooted in the system of the child that never learnt to step into autonomy 
without losing the bond of safety, love and trust. 

For some of us, the belly connection feels so unsafe, due to trauma, violence, chaos or 
symbiosis in our childhood, that we long for deeper connection but can not make the 
bridge. We exclude ourselves from the group, we are loners, we are creatives, we are 
leaders, we are the hyper autonomous beings who never need anyone. Or at least that is 
the lie we live. Because under the surface lingers the emptiness, the loneliness and the 
longing for true freedom based on deep connection. 

It doesn’t matter what your strategy is, choosing connection over autonomy or choosing 
autonomy over connection. Co-dependency, long distanced lovers, trauma bonding, 
symbiosis, hyper autonomy: it is all a mirror of the child, not of the mature being you are in 
your essence of love. For as long as we are not able to have connection and autonomy 
equally balanced we will always be searching, longing, fantasising about the love we feel 
in our souls that exists but never seem to be in reach. 
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I am free to fuck up 

I am free to try again 

I am free to change my mind 

I am free to do how I feel  

Even when it hurts the other  

I am free to honour myself  first 

Even if this honouring is coming from a place of  

Fear 
Distrust  
Shadiness 
Opportunities  
Insecurities  

Even if this honouring of myself  is completely fucked up 

In the light of love, in the eyes of the other  

I am free because 

In that way, I am learning, I am growing  

So I have no fear of fucking up 

I have a fear of not being loved  

In my shadows and in the fuck ups  

But it doesn’t make me less free 

It just shows the places  

Where love is not present yet 
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Burn through 

Discipline. Commitment. Consistency. Connection. Love. Trust. Silence.  It makes the junkie 
burn.  

When we dare to burn, the ashes become the fertile ground for evolution and 
transformation. This will not only affect all the decisions, feelings and connections we have 
in our lives. It will also bring us closer to who we really are and to the ones we love. 

Although many people think burning is like willpower, it has a complete different 
structure. Willpower is pushing until you collapse, narrowing your system until it jumps 
back to the original shape. A lot of people use willpower to change their habits, dynamics 
and addictions.  

Willpower is not the way, willpower is a short temporary activation of the solar plexus 
rooted in determination from the mind (neo-cortex). When the neo-cortex gets hijacked 
by the reptile brain that seeks for repetition, the beaten track of familiar neuro pathways, 
the solar plexus implodes and we give in, give up and find justifications while ignoring the 
shame of failure.  

This is exactly what happens with the New Year resolutions, or getting fit for spring, or not 
tolerating the behaviour of your partner anymore. You feel strong and clear in your body 
and mind, from vision you take the first steps, willpower takes over when it becomes 
challenging and the reptile crashes the party before you could even begin to create a new 
neuropath way. The justifications you find for yourself, and others, are the lies you tell to 
cover up shame.  

Shame is rooted in the belly (mammal belonging) en solar plexus (mammal social 
hierarchy). Shame and guilt disconnects us from safety, makes us feel unworthy and 
creates a fear of abandonment. To cover up these feelings we create stories, we hide, we 
lie or we ignore to not lose our ‘face.’ This is not only the essence of (micro) addiction, 
unworthiness and (fear of) social isolation, is also creates a new foundation for the loop of 
willpower, reptile brain, fuck up and shame.  

So how do you break the loop and burn through? By surrendering to the pain that comes 
to the surface by not activating the old neuro pathways. And by being extremely caring for 
yourself when you are not able to burn through. We believe that when we are gentle with 
ourselves we become push overs with no spine. The opposite is true, the more gently we 
are, the more self love we activate the bigger the desire becomes to burn through it all. 
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The Training  

In Truth Based Relating we will work with specific practices, tools and techniques to burn 
through the old neuro pathways and bring you home to your body. You will explore how 
to let go of the cellular body trauma, how to transform micro addictions, and what is asked 
of you to balance the nervous system. You will also learn the gold and wisdom of triggers 
and discover how new imprints can be implemented through embodiment.  

In Truth Based Relating we work with you, your body history and your profile. We don’t 
dive into the personal stories the mind created about ourselves or others but instead use 
the body as the tool to cut the cords of the lies that keep us hooked. We also don’t focus 
on the love relationship, but on the relationship that you have with yourself in connection 
to others.   

The field will be raw, loving, disturbing, uneasy and honest. We will explore the gap, the 
strategies, the layered identity, the avoiding mechanisms, shame, guilt and your core 
imprints of conditional love. It is not a dark heavy training where we will re-live traumas or 
re-imprint our nerve system by going back.  

No, we are seekers of gold. We are alchemists, creating high-pressure diamonds out of 
crap. Step by step rediscovering how much strength, love and wisdom our body contains 
when we dare to cut ourselves free from all that has defined us. 

Although the training is body-based, there will also be time for shared knowledge, 
insights and practical wisdom to give you a better understanding of the dynamics of your 
system, your responses to life and your relationships. 

Truth Based Relating is not practitioner training, but training for explorers, professionals 
and lovers who desire more depth and answers on their path. We don’t teach you the 
techniques as in practitioner training, but if you are a professional in a specific field feel 
free to use any of the tools that are offered to you.  
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Tools & Techniques  
In this training we will work with a lot of terms, tools and techniques many people never 
heard about. To give you a feeling here is a short list of the depths of Truth Based Relating: 

*  Indirect/Direct experience  
*  Memory Body  
*  Cellular body trauma  
*  Micro addictions  
*  Nerve system reset  
*  Reactive/Intrinsic movement  
*  Story/Emotion/Dynamic  
*  Trauma identification  
*  Source anchoring  
*  Needs/Neediness/Desires  
*  T- Rex 
*  You/I vs we 
*  Rule 1  
*  Charity  
*  Position Claim 
*  Body reading  
*  Frequency of home  
*  The gap 
*  Persona layers  
*  Core imprints  
*  Position/Belly  
*  Reptile/Mammal brain  
*  Bridging vs polarity  
*  Impulse regulation 
*  Fast tracking  
*  Charity  
*  Burning  
*  Spagetti  
*  Neuro pathways  
*  Evolutionary urge 
*  Contraction/Expansion 
*  Regulating  
*  Belly love  
*  Vision hijack  
*  Tone and Mirror  
*  Online and underwater 
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Personal Profile  

To join this training we don’t only ask you to fill in an application form, but also answer the 
TBR list of questions. When we receive your answers, you will have a call with Kaya to 
create your personal profile which will be the foundation of your training. A short 
collection of aspects that can be part of someone’s profile.  

*  Scattered energy  
*  Needing high intensity/Dopamine addictions  
*  New relationship energy  
*  Oxytocin low  
*  Boredom/Loneliness/Emptiness 
*  Sticky Peter 
*  Blaming/Projecting 
*  Avoidance strategy 
*  Overwhelm  
*  Manipulations  
*  Trauma bonding 
*  Belly cording  
*  Freeze and coldness  
*  Playing small  
*  Solar plexus strategies 
*  Postponing and procrastination  
*  Lies, truth, trust 
*  Fantasy and dissociation  
*  Numbness and hypersensitivity  
*  Going hard, going deep  
*  Arrogance and ivory tower  
*  Lying as a tool for pleasing  
*  False identifications  
*  Body symptoms  
*  Scarcity and strictness  
*  Pain body and chaos addiction  
*  Blame and projection 
*  Shadow giving  
*  Group fear 
*  Reactive qualities  
*  Monomaniacs  
*  Mindfucks and mental drama  
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Container 

We work with a container of inclusivity, confidentiality and safety. The training moves 
beyond the heteronormative structures of naming things masculine/feminine, since we all 
have masculine and feminine parts in our system which are not related to your gender.  

You are welcome alone or with a partner. All practices are an invitation with space for your 
boundaries and explorations. However touch and being touched is a part of the training, 
so is body alchemy and body awareness. If you are not comfortable with touch, (partial) 
nudity or have questions if this is the right training for you, please reach out. Due to the 
intensity of the training we will work with a limited number of participants.  

Truth Based Relating is based on 25 years of experience in working in the field of love, 
trust, bodywork, intimacy, trauma and of course Kaya’s own fck ups in life and 
relationships. Kaya is not afraid to call herself out on her bullshit and will do the same to 
you. 

If you are interested in joining the training, fill out the application form for Amsterdam or 
Berlin. After receiving your application form, you will be invited to create the base for your 
personal profile in the training. As part of your preparation, you will have a personal zoom 
session with Kaya Jiwan. 

Much love, 
Kaya  
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TRUTH BASED RELATING  

In Truth Based Relating we will explore the gap, the strategies, the layered identity, the 
avoiding mechanisms, shame, guilt and your core imprints of conditional love.  It will not 
only open your eyes and bring your shadows to the light but also gives you an 
opportunity to take the next step in your evolutionary urge to expand. 

What is included  
4 - days training  
Personal Profile Questionary  
Personal Intro call  
Methodology Manual  
Integration meeting  
Personal aftercare call  

Dates & locations  
Amsterdam  24 - 27 May 
Berlin   21- 24 June 
Stockholm  September 2022 
London  December 2022 

Time schedule  
Tuesday till Friday 
10.00 - 17.00 

Tickets  
1500,- Euro or Truth NFT 

This is a non-residential training. Vegan lunch, tea and water are included. For questions 
please send an email to info@kayajiwan.com. For application please click here: 
Amsterdam, Berlin, Stockholm.
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